
Professional  
automation  
in end-of-line  
packaging

We at project Service & Produktion GmbH (head office 

in Kranenburg/ NRW) cover the entire process chain for 

end-of-line packaging starting with secondary packaging 

of the products to order picking to warehouse 

connection. Our portfolio is completed by a bookable 

modular service package. We are renowned 

professionals for sophisticated automation solutions for 

packaging processes in a wide range of sectors, 

including the beverage, food and hygiene industries, but 

also in sectors such as wood, steel, construction, glass 

or paper. Our product portfolio includes packaging and 

palletising machines, ring wrappers, handle applicators, 

conveyor & transport systems and area storage systems 

that are used for buildings with low ceilings or for other 

specific customer requirements.

The portfolio of our subsidiary project Automation & 

Consulting GmbH includes engineering and consulting 

services such as project planning, mechanical or 

electrical engineering, programming or also on-site 

commissioning.

Im Hammereisen 42 

47559 Kranenburg (Germany) 

Tel.: +49 (0) 28 26 - 91 45 - 0 

e-mail: info@project-sp.de 

www.project-sp.de Website LinkedIn

Check out more details here

PROBAND V2000  
& ITS AUTOMATION
Your solution for 
ecological banding

Paper from ecologically sustainable and socially responsible forestry
All details are to state-of-the-art standards at the publication date and are as accurate and up-to-date as possible.
We do not accept liability for any incorrect details or mistakes. Technical modif ications can be made at any time without prior notif ication.
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   Linear feeding into the banding frame

   Variable product width due to spring-loaded side 

guides 

   Variations of the product length in the 

compartments possible

   Feeding across the corner into the banding frame

  Ideal for narrow products 

   Different formats and product sizes can be banded

   Vertical feeding of the products into the banding 

frame

   Also suitable for dampish and dirty products 

   Very fast transport and banding process

PROBAND V1000L

PROBAND V1000A

PROBAND V1000P

PROBAND V2000

PROBAND V2000: 
Your choice for 
easy banding 

From A to Z: Whether you take apples, zucchini or other products: Our 

PROBAND V offers you a clear advantage: Its quick-change frame enables 

users processing different band widths with just one frame. Depending on 

the size of the product, there is always a suitable frame size.

Advantages of PROBAND V2000: 

   High performance: up to 30 ppm

  Fast format and roll changes 

  Easy access through modular design

   Excellent shape of the banderole on the product

   Large belt buffer

   PROGREEN banderoles for environmentally friendly 

banding

whether the banderoles are made of paper or plastic, printed with up to 12 colours or unprinted. 
They are available in standard widths from 20 to 120 mm, the rolls themselves can reach up to 1700 m in length.

Automation with the PROBAND V system


